Daily Log
Stewards Report
Delaware Park

Date: Saturday, August 17, 2019  Racing Day: #53
Weather: 86 degrees +/-, Partly Cloudy
Track - Fast Turf – Good  1:15 post time

Administrative:
Approved scratches for today, reviewed and filed veterinarian daily treatment sheets, selected blood gas test horses. Interviewed Anthony Pecoraro about the horse euthanized in his care that raced 08/05. Subsequent call to the previous trainer as well. Spoke with the Monmouth stewards about any positives/rulings for the class V Trimethoprim.

FIRST RACE – POST TIME – 1:15 p.m.  OFF TIME – 1:19 p.m. Mutuels +1 min #6 is a steward scratch (cast in stall). Good start for all.
ORDER OF FINISH – “2-8-11-7” Starters- 11, Time: 1:04.3 (5 ½ Furlongs)

SECOND RACE – POST TIME – 1:49 p.m.  OFF TIME – 1:51 p.m. Mutuels +1 minutes #3 is selected for blood gas testing. No changes and/or program corrections.
ORDER OF FINISH – “5-7-1-3” Starters –7, Time: 1:45.0 (1 Mile 70 Yards)

THIRD RACE- POST TIME – 2:19 p.m.  OFF TIME – 2:20 p.m. Mutuels +1 minutes #6 is selected for blood gas testing. Good start for all. #2 is claimed by Juan Bacallao-Vega O/T (no-test) 6,250
ORDER OF FINISH – “2-1-6-5” Starters – 6, Time: 1:44.1 (1 Mile 70 Yards)

FOURTH RACE – POST TIME – 2:49 p.m.  OFF TIME – 2:50 p.m. Mutuels + 1 minutes. #1 is a steward scratch (POE). Program correction, #9 change of rider from Jacqueline L. Davis to Tyrone Carter (excused)
ORDER OF FINISH – “2-5-4-10” Starters 10, Time: 1:12.1 (6 Furlongs)

FIFTH RACE –POST TIME –3:19 p.m.  OFF TIME – 3:22 p.m. Mutuels +1 minutes #5 is selected for blood gas testing. #4 is a PV scratch (respiratory) Dr. (unknown, waiting for letter).
ORDER OF FINISH- “3-2-8-1” Starters-7, Time: 1:12.2 (6 Furlongs)
SIXTH RACE –Turf- POST TIME – 3:51 p.m. OFF TIME – 3:55 p.m. Mutuels + 2 minutes
#9 is selected for blood gas testing. Program correction, #7 change of rider from Gerardo Milan to
Felix A. Pinero (no-show) Notice to rider for failure to fulfill. #4 was never a part; eased and DNF.
ORDER OF FINISH- “10-5-7-6” Starters- 10, Time: 1:41.0 (ABT. 1 Mile 70 Yards Turf)

SEVENTH RACE- Turf- POST TIME – 4:21 p.m. OFF TIME – 4:23 p.m. Mutuels +2 minutes
#5 is a PV scratch (respiratory) Dr. (unknown, waiting for a letter). #7 is a CV scratch (lame on
pre-race) Dr. Gillam.
Steward Inquiry and Rider objection; #4 on #2 in the stretch before the wire. Allowed, #2 drifted,
under a left handed stick, contact with #4 causing him to lose momentum and change leads,
impeding the #4 and denying a better placing. DQ’d from first and placed second for
interference. Felix Pinero and Ruben Silvera on the film list for Monday.
ORDER OF FINISH – “4-2-1-3” Starters – 6, Time: 1:42.0 (1 Mile 70 Yards)

EIGHTH RACE- POST TIME – 4:59 p.m. OFF TIME – 5:00 p.m. Mutuels +1 minutes
No changes or program corrections. Good start for all. #7 is claimed by Jagger Inc. owner/trainer
Jamie Ness. (all-inclusive testing) 12,500
ORDER OF FINISH- “4-5-1-3” Starters-8, Time: 1:10.1 (6 Furlongs)

NINTH RACE- Turf- DelPark Arabian Turf Classic- POST TIME- 5:29 p.m. OFF TIME- 5:31
p.m. Mutuels +2 minutes. First (1st) Arabian stake on the Turf since 2009. Good start for all.
ORDER OF FINISH- “10-6-5-3” Starters- 11, Time: 1:59.1 (1 1/8 Miles Turf)

Handle
Live $72,590.70
Simulcast $923,937.23
Total $996,527.93

Stewards
Fritz Burkhardt/Presiding
Tony Langford
Jean Chalk